
Groundwork BINGO! 
The ABCs Pole Dance Mind Games At Liberty Hit the Trail 

Trot to  
Back Up 

On a loose lead, trot, halt 
and backup without 

facing your horse 

Sideways 
Zig-Zag 

Set your poles up in a zig 
zag pattern and then 
sidepass over them. 

Pedestal 
Step Up 

Have your horse stand 
with all four feet on any 

sort of platform 

Back and 
Forth 

Will your horse move 
forward and back on 

your cue without a lead? 

Back Up 
and Down 

Find any slope or ditch 
and ask your horse to 
back up and down it 

Four Cone 
Weave 

Weave around cones 
without pulling on the 
lead or touching your 

horse’s shoulder 

Sideways 
Squeeze 
Send your horse  

sideways along or  
over a pole while  
you stay in front 

Figure 8 
Around 

Drive and draw your 
horse into a figure 8 

around two cones while 
you stay in the middle 

Follow Me 
Have your horse follow 
you through walking, 
trotting stopping and 
turning without a lead 

Figure 8 
Around 

Trees 
Just like it sounds: lead 
your horse in a figure 8 

around trees 

Moving  
Circles 

Lunge or circle your 
horse around you, and 
then move the position 

of your circle  

Trot Over 
Four Poles 
Arrange ground poles 

like compass points on a 
circle, and then have 

your horse trot over them  FREE 

 

Push the 
Ball 

Encourage your horse to 
have fun by pushing a 
ball as you send them 

forward 

Backwards 
Over a Log 

Find a small log and see 
if you can send your 

horse backwards over it 

180° HQ 
Yield 

Move your horse’s  
hindquarters around 

without touching them 

Backwards 
L 

Set up poles in an L 
shape and back your 

horse through 

Sit in a 
Chair and 

Back Up 
Send your horse back-
wards away from you 
while you sit in a chair 

Four Cone 
Weave 

Have your horse follow 
you through the four 

cone weave—this time 
without a lead 

Sideways 
Over a Log 

Send your horse  
sideways along or  

over a log while  
you stay in front 

180°  
Shoulder 

Yield 
Move your horse’s 
shoulders around  

without touching them 

Sideways 
Towards 

You 
Ask your horse to come 
sideways towards you, 

along or over a pole 

Backwards 
Over Tarp 

Back your horse over a 
tarp (tip: secure tarp with 

poles so it doesn’t get 
tangled in their feet!) 

Stand on a 
Tarp 

At liberty, send your 
horse onto a tarp and 
then have they stand 
with all four feet on it 

Tree 
Squeeze 

Build confidence in  
narrow places by  

sending your horse  
between close trees 
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Dream Big. Do Stuff. Have Fun. ♡ With Haflinger Horses 


